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Abstract

Jacinta, deaf from birth, chose to give birth to her own baby at home without her hearing aids. Fu-Yu assisted and took photos of the process. This is a Photo Essay about alternative possibilities to biomedical childbirth. We share our experience through this medium, as the 'visual' was our shared sensory perception at the time. Besides acknowledging the intersubjectivities that surfaced, we see the importance of recognising that ‘images are representations of the world filtered by the positionalities of the makers themselves, influenced by unique experiences that brought them to that point in time … Images become an extension of a way of thinking, visually connecting maker with participant along lines of thought’ (Cartwright and Crowder 2017, 515). Although Fu-Yu is the one operating the camera, Jacinta, her partner, her mother, her cat and her home ‘make the image’. Whilst Jacinta was in labour, Fu-Yu was assisting Carmen Susana (the midwife) and recording the event at the same time with a camera hanging around her neck. We want to offer the audience this shared ‘visual’ experience as an invitation to think and ‘visualise’ care and childbirth from a disability-studies perspective.
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Image 1. Because of her hearing disability, Jacinta was categorised as ARO—Alto Riesgo Obstétrico (high obstetric risk)—by the doctors in the biomedical healthcare system. Assigning this category will allow doctors treating Jacinta to carry out an elective caesarean section.
Jacinta is most comfortable lip-reading when people talk to her. She needs to look directly at the face of the person speaking. Carmen Susana (the midwife) checks on Jacinta’s blood pressure at Jacinta’s home in the company of Jorge (Jacinta’s partner). During the whole process, Carmen Susana would always interact with Jacinta face-to-face.

With the advance of technology, many of the devices that are used to monitor pregnant women’s labour are portable and can be used outside of hospitals. Carmen Susana uses a Doppler ultrasound to monitor the baby’s heartbeat. The small device amplifies the baby’s heartbeat through a small speaker so everyone around can hear it. In Jacinta’s case she could not hear the heartbeat, but it still gave her some kind of reassurance to know that the baby’s wellbeing was being monitored.
During labour, Jacinta was able to move around her home, a space familiar to her.
Image 5. Jacinta feeling her body. The awareness about the rhythms of her own body was made possible because she was able to not use her hearing device.
Image 6. Jorge holds Jacinta’s hand while she learns to feel and accept the stronger and more frequent contractions.

Image 7. It was a little past noon; Jacinta’s contractions were getting more and more frequent. Carmen Susana made sure that all the tools and devices for the delivery were in order and ready to be used.
During the third phase of labour, Jorge gave Jacinta emotional and physical support.
Image 9. The final push during delivery was intense. Jacinta set the pace. She decided to give birth in her bedroom.
Image 10. Amanda Violeta was born after almost 12 hours of labour at home, at her own pace, and surrounded by loved ones.
Image 11. Jacinta’s room, the place where Jacinta and Jorge started their family.
Jacinta is deaf from birth. She chose to give birth to her baby at her home without her hearing aids. Fu-Yu assisted the process and recorded it with photographs. We share our experience as a Photo Essay, reflecting on how the ‘visual’ became our shared sensory perception at the time. We use black and white photographs to invite the viewer to appreciate the particular combination of senses at play: we do not rely on colour here, just as we did not rely on the auditory to record this experience. Besides acknowledging the intersubjectivities that surfaced, we see importance in recognising that ‘images are representations of the world filtered by the positionality of the makers themselves, influenced by unique experiences that brought them to that point in time … Images become an extension of a way of thinking, visually connecting maker with participant along lines of thought’ (Cartwright and Crowder 2017, 515). Whilst Jacinta was in labour, Fu-Yu was assisting midwife Carmen Susana while also recording the event with a camera hanging around her neck. Because Jacinta chose not to use her hearing aids, lip reading and visual information became vital elements in her birthing process. Deciding beforehand to have a visual record of the birthing process helped sharpen our senses and conform a shared awareness of our surroundings and the event. Through the photographic record, our aim is to offer a compelling illustration of and an invitation to think and ‘visualise’ care and childbirth from a disability-studies perspective.

Generally, deaf people in Ecuador do not identify as people with disabilities. Instead, they consider their group as a ‘culture’ because they have their own language. Jacinta finds herself in a space between the ‘hearing culture’ and the ‘deaf culture’. Even though she is deaf by birth, she never learned sign language. At this point, we would like to be clear that we are not claiming to be the voice of people with disabilities or Ecuador’s ‘deaf culture’. We humbly believe that thinking alongside disability-studies when reflecting on Jacinta’s experience as a non-hearing person shines light on the issues of accessibility to the biomedical health infrastructure for pregnant women.
Jacinta’s testimony

I gave birth to my firstborn on 14 February 2022. Being a deaf person who needs to lip-read to communicate, it was impossible for me to give birth in a clinic during covid, where everyone would be using masks and I would have been disoriented without being able to understand others. This determined my choice of giving birth at home.

I asked not to use my hearing aid during labour because I knew that hearing would distract me (my device doesn’t discriminate sounds, so I hear EVERYTHING at the same time). I needed people to look at me when they talk to me so I could read their lips. This way, I could focus on my labour, endure it, and enjoy my silence.

In this journey too I was able to understand what it means to have a guardian during labour. Jorge, my partner, was present, holding and moving everything needed to make me feel comfortable. He gave me massages, offered me words of encouragement, and embraced me. At the end, during delivery he talked to me. Even though I couldn’t hear him, I could feel the vibrations and that was crucial.

There are still many obstacles to access dignified perinatal care. The experiences in the public and private biomedical systems were disappointing and violent. I went through infantilisation due to my hearing condition and my partner wasn’t allowed to accompany me to the doctor appointments. I wasn’t fully informed of my pregnancy conditions. They wanted to carry out an unnecessary intervention, a premature caesarean-section for a presupposed preeclampsia. My baby would have needed a neonatal incubator. This situation would have meant high emotional and economic costs for me. It was my intuition and the preparation I had during a humanised childbirth group that led me to distrust this biomedical recommendation.¹

¹ Translation by the authors.
Anyone who has witnessed a birthing process can testify that it is an event that requires people to be present in particular ways. It can overwhelm all of one’s senses with anxiety and determination, pain, and joy. Biomedicine and its practices around pregnancy and childbirth, particularly as provided within a neoliberal non-inclusive healthcare system, is often at odds with the individual needs of birthing women (Hoel et al. 2022). But as the abled society has internalised the idea that childbirth in the hospital is the ‘gold standard’, as a deaf woman, Jacinta experienced obstetric violence first hand.

According to Ecuador’s 2022 national census, caesarean sections were performed in 36.9% of childbirths in public hospitals and up to 87.7% in private hospitals (Troya 2022). The discourse behind these numbers is powerful. A common perception is that caesarean sections are the ‘safe’ choice because they provide a ‘controlled’ procedure without any ‘surprises’. By contrast, vaginal childbirth is seen as unpredictable, full of unexpected events, and involving individualised decisions that need to be made along the way. For Jacinta, biomedical control was not the defining framework. She viewed childbirth as a threshold between life and death and a process of physical and spiritual transformation.

Jacinta was able to find her partera\(^2\), Carmen Susana Savichay, outside of the biomedical establishment, to escape from discrimination and obstetric violence. She only needed that first respectful, attentive, loving, and warm meeting with partera Carmen Susana to understand that this was the treatment she deserved. As Audre Lorde proclaimed, ‘caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare’ (Lorde 1988, cited in Rosenbaum and Talmor 2022, 1). Even though self-care is both a solution to and a symptom of the social deficits of late capitalism (Hobart and Kneese 2020), our experience with this home-based childbirth is evidence that there are alternative, better-suited possibilities. The kind of self-care Jacinta models is in a mode of selfhood that is insistently relational, with a strong sense of self-agency, but also one that is dependent on a caring community. With this, we attest that this kind of support becomes a revolutionary act in the face of the individualist and capitalist society.

The dynamics of care and self-care were strengthened by the social ties surrounding this labour and respectful childbirth. Carmen Susana manages a perinatal centre in Cuenca called Casa Madre Luna. In her own words:

this center was created as a space to accompany women and rediscover who we are, what we are made of; to remember that for millennia we’ve known how

\(^2\) Parteras (traditional midwives) are dedicated to the preservation of ancestral knowledge and practices around pregnancy, labour, childbirth and postpartum.
to give birth, we’ve known how to nurse, we’ve known how to raise our children and overcome fear. Current systems try to make us believe that we can’t and we don’t know […] It is a space to remember that childbirth is part of a sacred ceremony, a vital moment in the history of all human beings and we need to give it back its place.³

With the support of Carmen Susana, Jacinta had a wonderful childbirth away from the noise of the violent neoliberal healthcare practices that flood current biomedical institutions. Jacinta gave birth to beautiful Amanda Violeta at home. In silence.
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³ All translations by the authors. From the original in Spanish: ‘Este centro fue creado como un espacio para acompañar a las mujeres y redescubrir quiénes somos, de qué estamos hechas; para recordarnos que por milenios hemos sabido parir, hemos sabido amamantar, hemos sabido criar a nuestros hijos y vencer el miedo porque actualmente el sistema intenta hacernos creer que no podemos, que no sabemos […] Es un espacio para recordar que el parto y el nacimiento son parte de una ceremonia sagrada, un momento vital en la historia de todos los seres humanos y necesitamos devolverle su lugar³.'
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